Tuesday, March 9th, 2010
Dear Friends and Family,
We arrived in PAP Tue. March 2 safely and arrived in Montrouis with NO problems. Grocery
shopping in PAP is pretty much gone. We hear the Eagle Market and one other store is still
open. We went to St. Marc to the DeliMart and got some supplies. It is hard to find good frozen
meats, but thank God we had a sheep and cow before the quake and we will be slaughtering
them within the month.
No problem with fuel, but it and most everything else, prices have gone up. Also, our US dollar
is exchanging for 7.0 instead of 8.4. Our local market is not only full on Tue and Sat. but we're
able to buy fresh produce daily there. Things are peaceful here in Montrouis, but crowded.
Haitian officials are encouraging Americans to set up more relief efforts outside PAP to promote
more to evacuate PAP and receive relief and aide in a more organized fashion. The more we
can get out of PAP the less chaos there.
With generous funding from the US while home, we've been able to continue our medical clinic
with our Haitian staff. We now have 2 - 40 ft. containers and a large diesel box truck on their
way here. These containers are full of clothes, med. supplies, tents, tarps, and tons of food.
Please help us pray for their swift arrival with little delay through customs and minimal duty
costs.
We see no complications or problems with teams coming in. Transportation to and from the
airport are with no problems. ***HOWEVER, ANY TEAMS WISHING TO MAKE A TRIP IN
WHILE WE ARE HERE, BETWEEN NOW AND JUNE 10 (WHEN WE LEAVE) YOU NEED TO
BOOK NOW!! THERE ARE MANY SAYING THEY WANT TO COME. INTERNET IS
SPORADIC. IF YOU WISH YOUCAN CALL US AT: 001-509-3639-2697. YOU CAN GET AN
INTERNATIONAL PHONE CARD AT A DOLLAR GENERAL OR WALMART AND THE
CHARGES ARE SMALL
Thanks again to everyone for all your help and prayers. We are excited to get the distribution of
the supplies out.

"IN GOD WE TRUST"
Blessed and Thankful,
Richard and Beverly Felmey
Feed My Sheep Ministry

